COMPANY NOT ATTENDING

Freshman members of the faculty and student representatives of the various leaders of Technology activities, and explain of practically all the school's activities will be present at the 50th annual Freshman Camp to be held at Lake Desi-te the Dormitory Board; Wallace M. -shy C. McKinnon; Bursar -technology Christian Association; Regis-George Owen; Orville B. Denison, '11, nassapoag over the week-end. -ness in track can do for you. As (Continued from Page 1)

The procedure has also been en-

Cardinal and Grey Ties will be sold Monday

Final examination is over the week-end.

OF FRATERNITY RUSHING

Friday, September 21, 1934

Page Three

CAMP RULES MUST BE OBSERVED, SAYS HEGLMAN

(Outlined from Page 1)

Three shall be no automobiles allowed on the camp grounds without a special signed pass. Guards will be present continuously at all entrances of the camp to enforce these rules. The T. C. A. is lm6-supported in its stand by the Interfraternity Conference, which has promised to investigate all infractions and to take action against all offending houses.

John H. Ballard, '26, chairman of the Interfraternity Conference, re- sponded flatly when asked: "The I. F. C. is distinctly against the running of fraternities at camp and has agreed that the representatives of the Execu- tive Committee of the I. F. C. who will be present at camp, will coop erate with the T. C. A. in helping to enforce the rules and in investigating all infractions."

Waterman's 50th Anniversary of Waterman's—The Final Practical Fountain Pen

Waterman's 50th Anniversary of Waterman's—The Final Practical Fountain Pen

Three shall be no automobiles allowed on the camp grounds without a special signed pass. Guards will be present continuously at all entrances of the camp to enforce these rules. The T. C. A. is being supported in its stand by the Interfraternity Conference, which has promised to investigate all infractions and to take action against all offending houses.

John H. Ballard, '26, chairman of the Interfraternity Conference, responded flatly when asked: "The I. F. C. is distinctly against the running of fraternities at camp and has agreed that the representatives of the Executive Committee of the I. F. C. who will be present at camp, will cooperate with the T. C. A. in helping to enforce the rules and in investigating all infractions."

Satisfaction results in a new writing—ins—ins—ins in your golf game—depend on a smooth stroke. It is a real pleasure to work with a pen equipped with a point that glides—smoothly over the paper. Each Waterman's point is so perfectly finished by hand craftsmen that the instrument leaves a writing surface of smoothness, cpu- suated by a secret method of blending by a secret method.

PRINCE ALBERT employs a special bite-removing process. Just the right amount of full of flavor.

A scientifically correct fit, the simple and most practical filling principle that combines precision, fine quality, unbreakable—...